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Guitarist Don Bikoff at his home in Glen Cove.

For longer than he would have liked—four decades or so—Don Bikoff's core fan base
could be counted on one hand, comprising mostly his wife, his children and his dutiful
dog, who sometimes howled along when he played guitar at his suburban Long Island
home. But now that his lone recorded musical work, 1968's "Celestial Explosion:
Composia for 6String Guitar," is being freshly excavated and exhumed, Mr. Bikoff
has started to see that audience expand.
"I feel like it's my second coming," said Mr. Bikoff, a 66yearold everyman otherwise
established in a career selling chemical coatings and paint. "I've been a sales person
and had so many jobs; I've done everything and anything. But I've always maintained
my commitment to guitar. This is a second chance. I'm playing at some hipster bar in
Williamsburg!"
Indeed, on Tuesday Mr. Bikoff will travel worlds away (actually, 25 miles) from his
home in quiet Glen Cove to the stage at Union Pool to revisit "Celestial Explosion,"
which was reissued in February on the small Tompkins Square label.
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When he recorded his hitherto neglected debut, Mr. Bikoff lived in the city and
trafficked in the brimming 1960s Greenwich Village folk scene.

Enlarge Image
Don Bikoff

A native of Oyster Bay, he was devoted
to an expressive style of fingerpicked
acoustic guitar, and haunted the coffee
shops and clubs from an early age.
Formative experiences included frequent
trips as a teenager to the Gaslight Café
to see Dave Van Ronk, a galvanizing
guitarist and the archly appointed "Mayor
of MacDougal Street."

Mr. Bikoff performs on the 'Ted Mack Amateur
Hour' broadcast in 1968.

"I was a fly on the wall but not exactly,
because he found me rather obnoxious
when I sat in the front row week after week with a little note pad, trying to write down
chords and what he was doing," Mr. Bikoff said. "He would occasionally pick me out
in the crowd and yell at me. But after a few months, he took me under his
wing...somewhat."
As he developed his chops, Mr. Bikoff started performing around town at cafés and at
gatherings of the League for Spiritual Discovery. "What's the acronym?" Mr. Bikoff
asked, leadingly, of the religious group guided by the acid guru Timothy Leary. As to
whether he himself partook in "spiritual discovery," Mr. Bikoff said: "If the guitar turned
into a butterfly I couldn't have played it, so I kept myself pretty straight."
It was in that milieu that he created "Celestial Explosion" for a tiny label established by
Edward Thomas, the producer of a jingle for Dorman's Endico Cheese (the first
cheese with "paper between the slices") and a series of Christmas records for
Firestone tires. Mr. Bikoff's droning, instrumental compositions were inspired by the
sounds of the stringed Japanese koto, Eastern classic music and contemporary
blues—not far outside the realm that pop figures such as George Harrison were
exploring at the time. Fivethousand copies of "Celestial Explosion" were released in
1968, but fame, ever fickle, was not his to be had.
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After moving to Long Island in the early '70s, Mr. Bikoff commenced a career as a
school teacher and later as the chairman of Carnegie Chemical & Color Co., a small
distributor of coatings, lacquers, varnishes, solvents and paints. He raised three
children and, save for occasional gigs at local restaurants and his friend's motorcycle
shop, kept his guitarplaying cloistered at home.
Then last year, a DJ at WFMU in Hoboken, N.J., found a copy of "Celestial
Explosion" and passed it on to the Tompkins Square label. What followed was a
renewed call to action. "There aren't many guitar records that haven't been reissued
in some way, shape or form, and on top of that this one was very, very good," said
Josh Rosenthal, who manages new releases and archival finds for Tompkins Square.
"And he still has chops."
Mr. Bikoff had been playing his collection of vintage guitars, which he keeps in a
humiditycontrolled room at home, all the while. But his musicianship was mostly a
family affair. "Every year my children would say, 'Dad, we're buying you studio time,'"
he said. "There's a studio in Glen Cove that did Twisted Sister. But I just wasn't
motivated to start that again until things started happening over the last year."
The rerelease of "Celestial Explosion" has garnered rave reviews. "Just when the
American Primitive vaults seem to have given up the bulk of their treasures, another
jewel emerges," began a notice in Mojo Magazine, which slotted Mr. Bikoff in with so
called "American Primitive" guitar luminaries like John Fahey, Leo Kottke and Robbie
Basho.
"Back in the day, there was no such thing as 'American Primitive'—I called myself
contemporary," Mr. Bikoff laughed.
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Similar appreciations have tumbled out in other publications and blogs, but Mr. Bikoff
is beginning to shift his focus to the present—and aspirations for a future that
reconnects with his past. He's working on a followup album in a studio in nearby
Patchogue, and a local instrument maker is even crafting a signature Don Bikoff
guitar.
His sound, too, has compelled younger artists turned on by the tradition of idiomatic
folk forms.
"It's cool to connect with a guy who's been going since the '60s and to see things
come fullcircle for him," said Daniel Bachman, a 23yearold guitarist and Tompkins
Square labelmate who will perform with Mr. Bikoff at his comeback concert in
Brooklyn.
His 35year hiatus from recording notwithstanding, Mr. Bikoff attributes his surprise
second life in music to a decision he made early on and maintained, however
deferentially, as his life progressed in other directions. "I never stopped playing," he
said, before picking up a guitar in his living room and playing once again.
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